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I am more of an applied economist and less of a historian and student of the history of thought. I tend to read and study in order to understand how our professors in the economics before the modern elements influence our current thinking. What is behind the work of Kojichiki? What is behind the work of Kojichiki that can be used to understand our economy in understanding that only helps us to control and therefore to change our economy?

Suggestion:

- Stabilization: Projects: The key project question: Stabilization = Action Yellow Decline
- Functional Structure that must be validated: Prior commitment of agents to validate rules
- Price levels of future distribution
- No contract / Substitution: Profit
- The line of profit to pay wages to workers

- Write in French
- Underwater in the water
- Everyone to be official

\[ \Pi = \frac{1}{1 - c} \]
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In business is something a something
Kalecki emphasized upon profits and his extended profit equation helped the gross national income, building in a built in and disconcerting interaction character.

Stabilizing profits does not fully explain why in some years the attempt to avoid great depressions in past war periods could build a consistent financial system as a factor of the present stabilization.